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AdditionsBoss Design

As one of the UK’s leading manufacturers of office 
solutions, Boss Design pride themselves on providing 
seating and tables of the highest quality. Privately owned, 
Boss Design is part of the Boss Design Group which 
includes Lyndon Design, Komac and Unifi and enjoys 
global success through bringing design-led products 
to the forefront of the industry. 

This brochure introduces the latest designs and innovations, 
which have come to life through collaborating with some 
of the worlds most renowned product designers and 
the Boss Design Group’s highly esteemed in-house 
design team.

www.bossdesign.com
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Coza is visually and 
functionally unique, and 
is the perfect chair to 
facilitate flexible working 
in a modern office.

COZA

Designed by Design Ballendat

Created in collaboration with 
renowned German furniture 
designer, Martin Ballendat, 
Coza is a task chair that 
boasts extraordinary comfort 
and dynamic support by 
using the natural flexibility 
of a single ribbon of material. 
Unlike other task chairs, it 
does not require multiple 
components or complex 
assembly.
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These may be specified as 
upholstered or veneered. 
With a soft, organic and fairly 
traditional aesthetic, Mea is 
also available as a high-back 
executive chair.

MEA Designed by Boss Design

Mea is a sophisticated, 
self-adjusting work chair 
that is available in high or 
low-back options and features 
matching or contrasting seat 
and backrest liners. 
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Designed by Boss Design

Vite has been developed with 
simplicity in mind. Its design 
incorporates an ergonomically 
formed mesh-back and seat, 
along with a range of 
adjustments to ensure the 
most comfortable of sits for 
all users.

Vite is the ideal work chair 
for the modern office that 
dictates comfort, flexibility 
and style.

VITE
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ZANDI
Designed by Paul Brooks

Zandi is a multi-purpose 
plastic stacking chair 
ideally suited to cafés 
and dining areas.

The compact and 
comfortable Zandi
is the ideal chair where 
space is at a premium.
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Offering exceptional comfort 
and considered proportions, 
Marnie is the ideal choice for 
breakout, reception and hotel 
lounges. Its full body can be 
upholstered in a wide variety 
of fabrics and leathers, with its 
angular back shape lending 
itself perfectly to two tone 
upholstery. 

MARNIE

Designed by Boss Design

By combining elegant design, 
high quality upholstery and 
attention to detail, Boss Design 
has created Marnie, a lounge 
chair collection which portrays 
luxury and style. This 
understated lounge chair 
collection includes a high and 
low back arm chair, which 
is available on either a 360° 
swivel base or 4 leg steel base.
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ALEXA Designed by Boss Design

Alexa is the ultimate executive 
chair and sofa collection. 
Sophisticated, sleek and with 
an echo of minimalist design, 
Alexa is a bold new addition 
to the Boss Design portfolio 
ideally suited to corporate 
reception and executive 
lounge areas. 

The collection comprises of an 
armchair, a two-seater sofa 
and three-seater sofa that all 
demonstrate excellent attention 
to detail and superior upholstery 
with twin needle stitch detail. 
Fully upholstered in any fabric 
or leather, Alexa is the perfect 
statement piece guaranteed 
to impress visitors and 
employees alike.
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Completely uncompromised, 
the collection comprises of an 
armchair, two seater sofa, 
an armchair on a bright 
chromed swivel base and a 
complementary coffee table. 
Its engineered upholstery has 
the classic touch and is further 
enhanced by a choice of 
exceptional frame finishes.

OPTIMA Designed by Boss Design

Optima presents a quietly 
elegant chair that offers an 
understated yet distinguished 
aesthetic across the collection.
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Optima symbolises the very 
best of British upholstery and 
furniture manufacture. Its 
meticulous detail across the 
range is testament to its superior 
quality and exemplary finish.

The collection is available in 
bright chrome as standard, 
whilst the armchair and 
matching sofa may also be 
specified in black and satin 
chrome.
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Designed by Boss Design

Peek and Boo reflect the 
change towards a comfortable, 
informal working environment 
where single person work 
booths are the norm.

PEEK & BOO
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Peek and Boo can be used 
independently to create 
private spaces in open plan 
environments, or alongside 
each other to enhance 
collaborative working.



SHUFFLE

Based around one simple unit, 
Shuffle can be used for all 
current office functions 
associated with soft upholstery 
such as touchdown and breakout 
areas, meeting spaces and 
partitioning. Its ease of use 
allows users to rearrange 
their office from day-to-day, 
or even from hour-to-hour, 
depending on the task at hand.

Designed by Boss Design

Shuffle provides an informal
meeting space with endless
configuration possibilities.
Available as a high and low 
back option the contoured 
design enhances the acoustic 
properties and absorbs 
ambient background noise.
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Its contoured design has been 
intentionally developed to 
reduce peripheral vision and 
external noise, whilst the open 
top structure allows for the 
correct level of ambient 
light to pass through the 
system. 

Available as a 360 degree 
swivel unit for enhanced 
privacy, Cega is the ideal 
product for the modern 
working environment where 
personal touchdown spaces 
and informal meeting areas 
are the norm.
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CEGA

Designed by Boss Design

Totally symmetrical in form 
and boasting advanced 
acoustic qualities, Cega 
comprises of a profile cut 
tubular construction that 
features advanced internal 
heat welded vertical fluted 
upholstery. 
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Designed by Boss Design

Comfortable and ergonomically
 sound, Cocoon creates the
ideal meeting space for informal
environments. The high, 
upholstered structure absorbs 
ambient background noise 
providing complete privacy 
from the surrounding 
environment without the need 
for interior sub structures.

Based around one simple unit, 
Cocoon can be used for team 
meetings, collaborative tasks 
or as a base for the day.

COCOON
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Design by Boss Design

With its sleek silhouette and 
distinctive design, the Cuba table 
range is the perfect addition 
to any corporate or executive 
environment. Set on a bright 
chrome frame, the top is finished 
in clear glass and is the ideal 
accompaniment to several 
collections from Boss Design. 
The range is available in a variety 
of sizes including a small and 
large square coffee table, 
rectangular coffee table and 
side table. 

CUBA
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DEPLOY Designed by Broome Jenkins

Deploy is a single table 
designed to fulfil a broad 
range of sizes and functional 
requirements. The Deploy 
table range features superb 
engineering, extensive tooled 
investment and incorporates 
only the finest materials and 
components.

Deploy is available with 
either a static or flip-top in 
two heights of 740mm and 
1100mm. Table top sizes range 
from 1200mm x 700mm 
to 3000mm t0 1500mm. 
3000mm t0 1500mm.



Due to its light weight 
structure, the Deploy flip-top 
table can be effortlessly and 
quickly reconfigured. The 
flip-top mechanism and 
twin-wheel castors allow the 
table to be moved with ease.

From rows of desks for 
individual work to formal 
conference meetings, Deploy 
can be re-configured to 
create the most efficient 
use of space.
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COZA

410

570 570
Uncompressed

470

200

600

260
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400-520
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VITE

650

655

410-480

400-
520 600

660

560

Task Visitor with arms

965

965600

560

450450

Visitor without arms

920-
1040

450

510

410-
510

460
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OPTIMA

PEEK & BOO

1006

740

440

1455

910

670

760

Peek Boo

440

735
515

575

585

Armchair Swivel Chair

770

495

630

495

630

770

455
590

450

520

455
590

Sofa

765

660

1450 700

735

515

Coffee Table 800

800

375

ZANDI

450

345

435

455 505
820

480

455

1125

730

MARNIE

1070

430 430

825 810

710 710 710790790 790

High back swivel base Low back 4 leg frame Low back swivel base

430

ALEXA

2000

770

750

1390

770

750

800

770

750
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CUBA

DEPLOY

1200

1180

1400

1380

1500

1480

1600

1580

1800 2000

1780 1980

1200

1800

310 310

1400

2000

310

2400

1800

1600

210 210 210 210

1200 1400

1800 2000

1600

2400

2000

1200-24001200-2400

700-900 700-1000

Flip-Top Static

740

90º

90º

1100

740

1100

1200-
1500

2000-3000

740

700-900mm Flip-Top
700-1000mm Static

1000
Large square 
table 32.7kg

1027 340

Small square 
table 12.8kg

570

600

340

Large rectangular 
table 20.5kg

Side table 
10.8kg

1000

340

600

550
600

400

2085

COCOON

CEGA

600
540

660  460

225

1705
610

15001375

460

660

1245

1780

485

715

470

790

1095

1095

2454

Media Unit with CocoonMedia Unit

SHUFFLE

1500

1055

510
800

37 kg

440

970

1055

800

460

30 kg

710

Overhead High back Low back

760
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Boss Design part of Sustainability has always 
been central to the design 
philosophy of Boss Design. 
The company delivers and 
maintains responsible 
manufacturing processes 
throughout the business and 
actively shares examples 
of best practice with clients, 
suppliers and partners. Its 
vision is to leave a positive 
legacy for future generations. 

A pioneer of environmental 
management in its field, The 
Boss Design Group measures 
the environmental impact of 

all products. By investing in 
the latest technology, tooling 
and efficient production 
systems, it has achieved a 
reduction in manufacturing 
time and the maximisation 
of fabric yields, reducing 
energy consumption and the 
company’s impact on the 
environment. Committed to 
using sustainable materials, 
it is FSC (Forestry Stewardship 
Council) accredited and all 
products are designed for 
ease of disassembly and 
end of life management. 

www.bossdesign.com
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